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MEASUREMENTS OF THE AEROACOUSTIC SOUND SOURCE IN HOT JETS
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National Aeronautics and Space Administration
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Abstract
We have succeeded in measuring a substantial portion of the two-point space-time velocity correlation in hot, high-speed turbulent jets. This measurement, crucial in aeroacoustic theory and the prediction of jet noise, has been sought for a long time, but has not been made due to the limitations of anemometry. Particle Image Velocimetry has reached a stage of maturity where sufficient measurement density in both time and space allow the computation of space-time correlations. This paper documents these measurements along with lower-order statistics to document the adherence of the jet rig and instrumentation to conventional measures of the turbulence of jets. These measures have been made for a simple round convergent nozzle at acoustic Mach numbers of 0.5, 0.9, both cold and at a static temperature ratio of 2.7, allowing some estimation of the changes in turbulence that take place with changes in jet temperature.

Since the dataset described in this paper is very extensive, attention will be focused on validation of the rig and of the measurement systems, and on some of the interesting observations made from studying the statistics, especially as they relate to jet noise. Of note is the effort to study the acoustically relevant part of the space-time correlation by addressing that part of the turbulence kinetic energy that has sonic phase speed.

MOTIVATION
Aeroacoustic questions
Acoustic analogy and source description
As has often been noted, jet noise theory ultimately relies on a knowledge of turbulent flow statistics that has been beyond our capability to measure and possibly beyond any practical ability to measure accurately enough. The fourth-order two-point space-time correlation that lies at the heart of conventional acoustic analogies is a daunting quantity to measure, especially in a hot high-speed jet. In their 2002 AIAA/CAES Aeroacoustics Meeting paper, Seiner et al. summarized the need for two-point space-time correlations in aeroacoustic research. They gave expressions for the source terms of the acoustic analogy formulation in terms of these correlations and discussed methods by which such measurements might be obtained.

Historically, jet noise predictions based upon the acoustic analogy, whether motivated by Lighthill’s formulation or by Lilley’s, all derived their models of these source terms from a combination of simple theoretical considerations and very limited experimental results. Theoretically, the work of Batchelor⁴, using assumptions of isotropy and homogeneity, often played a big part in formulating models. Experimentally, the work of Chu⁵ is often cited to support the chosen functional forms employed. These are prima facia rather poor support because turbulence in a jet is neither isotropic nor homogeneous, and Chu’s remarkable data only covers the first few jet diameters of an extremely low speed (Mj=0.3), cold jet.

Previous data sources
Besides the work of Chu, several fine studies on jet turbulence have been reported. Laurence⁶ measured two-point, two component spatial correlations and spectra in a moderate Mach number cold jet using early hot-wire techniques. Davies et al.⁷ also made space-time measurements of cold, low-speed jets, deriving length and timescales from their measurements. Bradshaw et al.⁸ expanded the scope, documenting the spatial correlations for all six independent components of the correlation matrix with three-dimensional displacements. Moving up to heated jets, the LDV measurements of Lepicovsky contained in⁹ provide valuable single-point turbulence measurements in hot subsonic jets.

More recently, several papers have shown the general feasibility of using modern optical methods to measure the space-time velocity correlations in a jet (Oakley et al.¹⁰, Hu et al ¹¹). However, given the extreme sensitivity of the acoustic analogy to the accuracy of the input source terms, it is not clear how these correlations can be used in acoustic analogy formulations. Indeed, it is not certain that experimental measurements of any kind will be accurate enough to capture the acoustically significant details of the source terms!
Previous models

Several physics-based jet noise prediction codes\textsuperscript{12}, \textsuperscript{13}, \textsuperscript{14} use models for the space-time correlation of turbulent velocity fluctuations to compute the sound generated by a jet flow from a knowledge of the single-point turbulence statistics. These methods achieve a reasonable degree of success for observer angles near normal to the jet axis; they uniformly fail to predict the observed change in jet noise as the observer moves near the jet axis. It has been noted by Hunter\textsuperscript{15} that this change, primarily consisting of a change in peak frequency, can be obtained by changing the scaling of the turbulence model as the observer angle approaches the jet axis. However, there is no experimental support for this being a feature of the modeled two-point correlation. Hopefully by examining actual two-point space-time velocity correlations a shortcoming in the current, commonly used models will be discovered which will improve the state of jet noise prediction. Likewise, it is hoped that several long-standing questions concerning the behavior of the source terms with changes in jet temperature and location within the plume can be resolved with the measurements. Among the issues to be resolved are the validity of the approximation of the fourth order correlation by products of second order correlations, the proper form for the correlation model in space and time, and the question of whether there is any feature in the source terms that would cause an apparent change in the character of the source with observer angle.

Present work

Before computing high-order, multi-dimensional statistics from the data, low-order measurements made with the dual PIV system were evaluated against low Mach number, cold hotwire data and other historical data to determine their validity. Single-point statistics, such as mean velocity, turbulent kinetic energy, and turbulence anisotropy have been computed from the measurements, and the effect of Mach number and temperature quantified. The two-point correlations have been analyzed in part by comparing them with common models for the space-time correlation. The current paper seeks to present the methods used to obtain the data and the efforts made to determine its validity. In-depth analysis is still to be made on the high-order statistics, including Fourier space representations of the data.

NOMENCLATURE

One-point statistics

Following standard turbulence nomenclature, subdivide the instantaneous velocity vector $U$ into time mean $\bar{U}(\vec{x})$ and fluctuating $u\tau$ parts. In this study, measurements were taken in the axial ($x_1$) and radial ($x_2$) planes and only the axial and radial components of velocity were measured. For comparisons with Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes solutions, turbulence is assumed to be axisymmetric about the direction of the mean flow and the turbulent kinetic energy is defined as:

$$TKE = \frac{1}{2} \left( \overline{u_1^2} + \overline{u_2^2} + \overline{u_3^2} \right).$$

Two-point statistics

Our interest in two-point statistics is driven by aeroacoustic theory. Specifically, most aeroacoustic theory requires knowledge of two-point space-time correlations of the velocity field:

$$R_{ij}(\xi, \tau, \vec{x}) = \overline{u_i(\vec{x} + \xi/2, t) u_j(\vec{x} - \xi/2, t + \tau)} = \overline{u_i u_j}$$

where the prime on $u_j$ indicates that the velocity is taken at a point different from $u_i$ by a small displacement $\xi$ and a time delay $\tau$ about the spatial point $\vec{x}$. $R(\xi, \vec{x})$ has five terms (assuming symmetry) in three spatial dimensions for every point in physical space. Further, since we only have two components of velocity in a plane, we only can compute three of the five components in two dimensions in a plane. The correlation is normalized in our data by the reference variances,

$$R_{ij}(\xi, \tau, \vec{x}) = \overline{u_i u_j} \sqrt{u_i^2 u_j^2}.$$  

Integral length and timescales are computed in various directions using the following nomenclature:

$$L_{ij}(\vec{x}) = \frac{1}{2} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} R_{ij}(\xi_j, \tau, \vec{x}) d\xi_j$$

$$T_{ij}(\vec{x}) = \frac{1}{2} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} R_{ij}(\xi_{peak}, \tau, \vec{x}) d\tau$$

FACILITY

SHJAR

The Small Hot Jet Acoustic Rig (SHJAR) is a single-stream hot jet rig that can cover the range of Mach numbers up to Mach 2, and static temperature ratios up to 2.8 using a hydrogen combustor and central air compressor facilities. For most testing SHJAR uses a 50mm diameter nozzle, but can operate larger nozzles with some limitation on cold setpoints at high Mach number. The SHJAR is located within the AeroAcoustic Propulsion Laboratory (AAPL) at NASA’s John H. Glenn Research Center. The AAPL is a 65 foot radius geodesic dome with its interior covered by sound absorbent wedges that provide the anechoic
environment required to study propulsion noise from the several rigs that are located within. The jet rigs are positioned such that they exhaust out the open doorway, allowing the flows to be seeded and removing issues related to background noise from flow collectors. The nozzle being used in this test is one of a family of convergent nozzles, called the Acoustic Reference Nozzles (ARN), designed to be simple to characterize with similar dimensions such as inlet diameter (15.24mm), lip thickness (1.27mm), outside face angle (30° to jet axis), and parallel flow section at the exit (6.4mm). Along with a 0.5m long settling chamber and thermocouple/pitot-static tube, this nozzle system is shared between NASA jet facilities and is envisioned as a reference for other jet noise facilities (Figure 1). The settling chamber contains a series of screens located 18” upstream of the nozzle entrance to isolate the jet initial condition from small vagaries of the jet rig such as boundary layers. For this test, the ARN2, a 50.1mm or 2” nozzle, was used.

**INSTRUMENTATION**

**PIV components**

Two PIV systems were used for this experimental effort, tied together via a triggering circuit with variable time delay. Each PIV system consisted of a dual head Nd:YAG laser operating at 532 nm generating a 400 mL/pulse light sheet containing the jet axis. Each laser was coordinated with a single 2000 by 2000 pixel dual-frame camera viewing the light sheet at right angles, one on each side of the light sheet. Image frame pairs were obtained by straddling adjacent frame boundaries. A PCI frame digitizer was used to acquire image data directly to disk in 200 image-pair sequences. Each camera viewed the same 170mm square field of view, centered on the jet axis, from a distance of 1.4m. Figure 2 shows the optical layer relative to the jet rig. Because the AAPL is open to the outdoors and could not be run in total darkness, optical backgrounds for the cameras had to be provided. The cameras each peered through aluminum plates covered in black velvet, providing a dark uniform background for each other. These are not shown in the figure for clarity.

Both PIV systems were mounted on a large axial traverse that carried all power supplies, laser heads, cameras, and acquisition computers. This traverse had a range of roughly 2.5m with an accuracy of 1mm. One of the PIV systems was further mounted on a secondary axial traverse atop the primary traverse, giving it a displacement relative to the primary, or fixed, PIV system. The laser head and optics were mounted on one high-precision positioner while the associated camera was mounted on a synchronized positioner. The secondary traverse had a range of 1m with an accuracy of 0.01mm. Alignment of the two PIV systems was accomplished by registering both camera images on a two-sided optical target in the plane of the light sheet and by registering of the light sheets on a fixed target using light sensitive paper, paying special attention to the edges of the light sheet image.

Key to the success of the effort was the use of cross-polarization of the laser beams and polarizers on the PIV cameras. The first PIV system was configured to use ‘p’-polarized light and its camera was equipped with a polarizer to only pass ‘p’ polarized light. The second PIV system was configured to use ‘s’-polarized light while its camera only sensed ‘s’-polarized light. Without this polarization, light from the second PIV system laser became a ‘noise’ to the first system’s second image, raising the signal to noise ratio of the image cross-correlation to an unacceptable level. Polarization reduced the image intensity of the second system on the first system to a level which allowed successful cross-correlation for both systems.

Velocity maps were computed from the image pairs using conventional multipass PIV algorithms with error detection based upon image correlation signal to noise ratio (NASA PIVPROC software). All datasets used had a data quality metric of 0.9 or better, where data quality is defined as the number of accepted velocity vectors at a location relative to the total number of image pairs acquired. Final velocity maps had a spatial resolution of 0.02Dj. A minimal number of velocity maps (200) were acquired at each space-time separation to obtain rough estimates of the correlations. Based upon convergence of the statistics, the error in the final correlation data is estimated at ±5%.

**Seeding**

As alluded to by Seiner et al.¹, providing uniform seeding in a jet flow is essential and difficult. This is especially important when using polarization as the size of the particles must be small enough to follow the flow and to maintain the polarization of the incident light upon scattering. In our tests the seed material for the jet flow was 0.5µm alumina powder dispersed in the flow well upstream of the nozzle using an air-assisted atomizing nozzle to atomize ethanol carrying the particles. The ambient fluid was seeded with 0.2µm oil droplets produced by a commercial ‘smoke’ generator. We made several iterations on ambient seeding arrangements, finally settling on a method of releasing oil droplet ‘smoke’ from a commercial fogger that essentially replicated a very low velocity freejet around the research jet. With this set of seeders we achieved seeding adequate for good velocity vector determination at each point in the map over 90% of the time.
Finally it should be noted that given the optical setup and the particle size the cameras were not actually imaging the particles. This is a good thing because the particles images would have been less than a pixel in size, leading to a problem with peak locking in the image correlation processing. The effect of ‘defocusing’ the image system was to allow the particle image to cover more than a pixel, assuring the correlation algorithm of finding a parabolic peak in the correlation domain from which a subpixel peak could be determined.

Space-Time Data Acquisition Strategy

A priori determination of the proper space and time displacements at which to make measurements so as to capture the peak correlation as the turbulence advects and decays was important. Estimates of the local Strouhal number, average convection speed, and the temporal decay rate in the Lagrangian frame guided the proper combinations of displacement in time and space to capture the peak correlation. Given the need to economize on the number of discrete time delays over which data was acquired, an exponentially increasing set of six time delays was determined which best captured the expected Gaussian decay. Corresponding spatial separations were then computed to move the two systems apart about the reference location so as to capture the same flow structures at the two different times.

Datasets were acquired about five different axial reference locations in the $D = 51\text{mm}$ jet: $x_1/D = 2, 6, 10, 16, \text{ and } 22$ for seven different flow conditions as given in Table 1. The flow conditions were chosen from a larger matrix of conditions being used to build up a jet aero/acoustic database and contain essentially three different velocities and temperature ratios using different combinations of pressure ratio and temperature ratio. Given the displacements used around each reference point the jet plume was fully covered by multiple datasets which could be averaged to provide measurements of single-point statistics such as mean and variances of velocity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set point</th>
<th>$M_l$</th>
<th>$T_j/T_\infty$</th>
<th>NPR</th>
<th>$M$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td>1.197</td>
<td>0.513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td>1.861</td>
<td>0.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>1.764</td>
<td>1.102</td>
<td>0.376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>1.764</td>
<td>1.357</td>
<td>0.678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>1.330</td>
<td>1.764</td>
<td>1.888</td>
<td>1.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>2.700</td>
<td>1.219</td>
<td>0.548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>1.485</td>
<td>2.700</td>
<td>1.678</td>
<td>0.904</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Definition of test conditions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Note About Data Quality

In PIV work, the time averages are computed as ensemble averages over uncorrelated instantaneous captures of velocity fields. In processing the images to velocity maps several criteria are used to determine if an instantaneous velocity vector is valid and to remove those vectors that are ‘obviously bad’. Generally speaking, the more points have to be thrown out, the more suspect the data is. An important statistic for diagnostic purposes is the data quality, defined as the number of accepted vectors at a point relative to the total number of vector maps acquired. For the data used in computing the single and two-point statistics presented here there are only a few regions, mostly near edges of the individual images that make up the composite, where the quality is below 0.95. This usually alerts us that statistics in these regions may be corrupted by bad points and makes the data have less significance in analysis. In computing composite maps, statistics from the various overlapping regions were combined, weighted by the data quality to reduce the error in the composite statistic.

Another issue that can plague PIV measurements is peak locking, a phenomena where subpixel determination of correlation peaks is defeated by having images where the particle images do not cover more than a single pixel on the camera. This is a very real problem with large fields of view such as are needed in computing spatial correlations. This problem can be checked by looking for peaks corresponding to integer pixel displacements in the histogram of velocities over an image and slightly defocusing the image if needed.

Single-Point Statistics

Comparisons with historical data

Figure 3 shows the distribution of mean axial centerline velocity at all measured conditions. On the left is the data plotted in physical axial coordinates, while on the right is the same data plotted against the correlation parameter given by Witze. The correlation does a find job collapsing all the data and showing that the acquired data is at least good to the level of mean velocity. One of the data sets, that of setpoint 46 seems to show some problems downstream of 10 diameters; no explanation has been found so far for this behavior.

Ahuja et al. published mean and rms centerline data for jets with similar conditions to setpoints 7 and 46. The present results are overlaid in Figure 4. The mean velocities agree very well aside from the issues noted above with setpoint 46 data. The rms values are a bit high for the PIV data, especially downstream of the peak in the cold jet case.
Two-dimensional fields

Figure 5 shows the distribution of axial velocity for setpoints 7 and 46, highlighting the effect of temperature on a Mj = 0.9 jet. The reduction in the potential core with temperature is very dramatic as is the general foreshortening of the plume. Figure 6, showing the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) for the same two cases, shows the dramatic increase in turbulence that accompanies the shortened potential core. Just from simple ideas of how sound source strength is related to turbulent kinetic energy one would expect that the hot jet might produce more noise in the first few jet diameters. Of course, one would have to convert the TKE to acoustic energy at the rough rate of TKE^{3/2} and integrate over the volume before making even a simple statement about relative noise production. Finally, Figure 7 gives more detail about the turbulent kinetic energy, showing the ratio of radial and axial variances, or turbulence isotropy. Given that turbulence isotropy is a characteristic which theory says can change the efficiency of the noise produced by turbulence it seems that the hot jet, having less isotropy, should be more efficient a noise generator as well. One very interesting detail that seems valid is the low value of turbulence isotropy along the peak of the TKE surrounding the potential core. Another observation: the turbulence never reaches isotropy, or ratio unity even 25 or more diameters downstream. Both of the observations were found in all the cases studied.

Two-Point Statistics

Space-Time Statistics

It is rather difficult to present the space-time correlation data in a fashion that suits all needs for theorists interested in the data. At some point the data will be available for electronic distribution via NASA’s dissemination sites. For this paper we will only look in-depth at the correlation of axial velocity at a reference location of x/D=10, x2/D=0.5 in the Mj=0.9, Tj/T∞=0.86 (setpoint 7) jet. Similar data was acquired for the other six setpoints and with analysis at x/D = 2, 6, 16, and 22, and at -1 < x2/D < 1. In the end we will present the integral quantities (length and timescales) which summarize the data and are most useful for turbulence modeling for jet noise.

For orientation we present the correlation of axial velocity R11(ξ,τ) in slices, first in planes of constant time delay corresponding to the time delays measured, then in planes of constant ξ1-Ucτ = 0 and ξ2 = 0 (Figure 8). The correlations at a given time slice have roughly elliptic contours at most levels centered on ξ2 = 0 and an axial displacement corresponding to a near-constant convection velocity. Only at the last time instance does the advection speed seem to change, and by then picking a peak is rather difficult.

In a slice through the data at ξ2 = 0 we clearly see the decay of the correlation, the peak decreasing and the width increasing with time. This being the correlation of axial velocity with axial displacement, the correlation is not expected to go negative by reasoning of grid turbulence; however, there is significant negative correlation presumably due to the influence of large scales structures. If one considers the correlation to represent a turbulent structure, the negative correlations upstream and downstream represent other structures that are correlated in a negative sense. The fact that these negative regions do not decay as strongly as the positive regions is another indicator that these are long-time coherent, large structures which may impact the low frequency sound sources represented by this correlation.

In the slice through the data following the peak correlation location, ξ1-Ucτ = 0, we see the correlation of axial velocity with radial direction. Here, homogeneous turbulence theory expects significant negative correlation, and these do exist and they decay at much the same rate as the positive regions.

In an ideal world, the correlation coefficient would be exactly unity at zero separation in space and time. However, it is impossible for two systems, in this case two PIV systems, to measure exactly the same value, hence the correlation value will not be unity. In fact, the correlation was significantly less than one, usually between 0.8 and 0.9. As seen in Figure 9, where R11 computed from cross-correlation is compared with the R11 computed from autocorrelation, the error in the cross-correlation is limited to very near the peak of the correlation. Some part of this seems due to slight differences in registration of the two imaging systems, an error that can be simulated by displacing a second copy of the velocity fields in a direction normal to that over which the correlation is being computed. As seen in Figure 9, the error introduced by this artificial misregistration is similar to that found in the cross-correlation data.

Next we isolate the spatial correlations in the axial (R11(ξ1,ξ2=0,τ=0)) and radial (R11(ξ1=0,ξ2,τ=0)) directions at zero time delay. Three radial locations are shown in Figure 10: x2/D = -0.5, 0.0, +0.5, all at x1/D = 10. Noteworthy here is the strong negative correlations at ξ1 = ±1 obtained for x2/D = 0.0. Thinking in terms of jet structures instead of homogeneous turbulence, having velocities in the two shear layers negatively correlated indicates a strong asymmetric mode to the unsteady flow at the end of the potential core. While this is not surprising, it does explain why the radial lengthscale tends to be small right on the centerline of the jet, as will be seen later.

For temporal correlation, we track the peak of R11(ξ1,ξ2=0,τ) for the six different time delays τ as
shown in Figure 10. From the peaks of these correlations we can obtain the decay in axial correlation in Lagrangian frame. Picking out the peaks is a tricky business and a great deal of effort has gone into developing algorithms that can reliably pick out peaks from noisy data with different lengthscales. Using an iterative method, the lengthscales of the spatial correlations at each time delay are estimated and used as a moving average window to smooth the data and identify the best peak. Near zero time delay the window is usually only a few cells wide, while at large time delays the window becomes rather large.

**Integral Measures**

From the two-point space-time correlations, such as were presented in depth above, length and timescales have been computed for all the flows on a spatial grid of the five different axial locations and nine radial locations. Figure 11 presents the axial lengthscale \( L_{11} \) for the setpoints 7 and 46 corresponding to the cases shown in figures Figure 5–Figure 7. Note the logarithmic scale for the lengthscales. Also note the superimposed mesh, showing the actual locations where the lengthscale measurements were actually made. Axial lengthscales vary only by 50% across the jet at any given axial location, and vary from 0.08D at \( x_1/D = 2 \) to nearly 1 at \( x_1/D = 22 \). In a similar fashion integral lengthscales \( L_{12}, L_{21}, \) and \( L_{22} \) have also computed. Unlike axial lengthscales, there is a significant difference in integral timescales between the cold and hot jets, as shown in Figure 12. Again, note the logarithmic scales of the plot. Timescales computed from axial velocity vary from 0.02U/D at \( x_1/D = 2 \) to nearly 10 at \( x_1/D = 22 \) and differ by a factor of 2 between hot and cold jets.

**Approximation of fourth order correlations by products of second order correlations.**

In many aeroacoustic prediction schemes the required fourth-order correlation of velocity is approximated by a product of second-order correlations under the assumption of normal joint probability distributions of the velocity:

\[
I_{ijkl} = \overline{u_i u_j u_k u_l} = \overline{u_i u_j} \overline{u_k u_l} = R_{ij} R_{kl}
\]

This assumption was evaluated using the PIV data even though the high order of the statistics causes the measurements to have rather large uncertainties. Figure 13 compares the axial and radial components of the fourth order correlation, \( I_{1111} \) and \( I_{2222} \), with their second order approximations, \( R_{11} R_{11} \) and \( R_{22} R_{22} \) for planes of \( \xi_1, \xi_2 = 0, \tau \) at \( x_1/D = 10, x_2/D = 0.5 \) in the \( M_p = 0.9, T/T_a = 0.86 \) jet. There is considerably more scatter in the \( I_{1111} \) measures and \( I_{2222} \) is perhaps a bit stronger than \( R_{22} R_{22} \).

These were the two trends most notable in spot checks of these statistics at other jet conditions and other locations. Overall, however, the two statistics agreed within the 10% or so error band that seemed to characterize the measurements.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Clearly the main conclusion of the work presented in this paper is that turbulence statistics, up to and including two-point space-time velocity correlations, can be obtained in hot, high-speed jets using PIV. Comparisons with previous data for low order statistics show that PIV runs into problems when the spatial resolution is too low, such as in the near-jet region where we did not allow more than a few velocity measurements across the shear layer. It also shows the importance of obtaining good particle images as erroneously high turbulence levels seem to accompany regions of low confidence velocity determinations.

From the limited analysis conducted on the data to date, we can see the strong impact of heat on the jet potential core and the turbulent kinetic energy. We also see the slight impact on turbulence isotropy and the correlation of low isotropy with regions of strong turbulence in the shear layer surrounding the potential core. We find the interesting result that heat does not strongly change the axial lengthscales even though it does change the timescales. Finally we note that the second order approximations to the fourth order correlations needed for jet noise theory are nearly within the uncertainty in computing these quantities in the jet.
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Figure 1.—NASA Acoustic Reference Nozzle system, with ARN2 (51mm diameter) nozzle.

Figure 2.—SHJAR with Dual PIV setup.
Figure 3.—Measured centerline decay of mean axial velocity for all measured conditions: as measured (left) and collapsed using Witze correlation parameter (right).

Figure 4.—Comparison of PIV results with that of LDV [9] for $M_j=0.9$, $T_j/T_\infty = 0.86$ (left) and $T_j/T_\infty = 2.7$ (right) on jet centerline. Top: $U_1/U_j$, Bottom: $u_1^2/U_j^2$. 
Figure 5.—Mean velocity fields, $M_j = 0.9$, $T_j / T_\infty = 0.86$ (top) and $T_j / T_\infty = 2.7$ (bottom).

Figure 6.—Turbulent kinetic energy, $M_j = 0.9$, $T_j / T_\infty = 0.86$ (top) and $T_j / T_\infty = 2.7$ (bottom).

Figure 7.—Turbulence anisotropy, $M_j = 0.9$, $T_j / T_\infty = 0.86$ (top) and $T_j / T_\infty = 2.7$ (bottom).

Figure 8.—Space-time correlation $R_{ij}(\xi, \tau)$ at $x_1 / D = 10, x_2 / D = 0.5$ in $M_j = 0.9$, $T_j / T_\infty = 0.86$ jet. Sections cut at constant $\tau$ (left), $\xi_2 = 0$ (middle), and $\xi_1 - U_c \tau = 0$ (right).
Figure 9.—Comparison of spatial correlation computed via autocorrelation from two PIV datasets and via cross-correlation of the two PIV datasets (left). Comparison of autocorrelation normally and with shift, simulating misregistration of two systems (right).

Figure 10.—Spatial correlation of axial velocity in $\xi_1$ (top left) and $\xi_2$ (top right) at zero time delay for various radial locations, and in $\xi_1$ at various time delays showing the decay of the peak correlation (bottom). Reference point is $x/D=10$ in $M_f=0.9$, $T_J/T_\infty = 0.86$ jet.
Figure 11.—Axial lengthscale $L_{11}$ for $M_j=0.9$, $T_j/T_\infty = 0.86$ (top) and $T_j/T_\infty = 2.7$ (bottom).

Figure 12.—Integral timescales of the axial velocity for $M_j=0.9$, $T_j/T_\infty = 0.86$ (top) and $T_j/T_\infty = 2.7$ (bottom).

Figure 13.—Comparisons of 4th order correlations (left) with 2nd order approximations (right) based upon assumption of normal probability distribution, $I_{1111}$ and $R_{1111}$ (top) and $I_{2222}$ and $R_{2222}$ (bottom) as functions of axial displacement $\xi$ and time delay $\tau$ at $x_1/D=10, x_2/D=0.5$ in $M_j=0.9$, $T_j/T_\infty = 0.86$ jet.
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We have succeeded in measuring a substantial portion of the two-point space-time velocity correlation in hot, high-speed turbulent jets. This measurement, crucial in aeroacoustic theory and the prediction of jet noise, has been sought for a long time, but has not been made due to the limitations of anemometry. Particle Image Velocimetry has reached a stage of maturity where sufficient measurement density in both time and space allow the computation of space-time correlations. This paper documents these measurements along with lower-order statistics to document the adherence of the jet rig and instrumentation to conventional measures of the turbulence of jets. These measures have been made for a simple round convergent nozzle at acoustic Mach numbers of 0.5, 0.9, both cold and at a static temperature ratio of 2.7, allowing some estimation of the changes in turbulence that take place with changes in jet temperature. Since the dataset described in this paper is very extensive, attention will be focused on validation of the rig and of the measurement systems, and on some of the interesting observations made from studying the statistics, especially as they relate to jet noise. Of note is the effort to study the acoustically relevant part of the space-time correlation by addressing that part of the turbulence kinetic energy that has sonic phase speed.
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